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PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES IN CHILDREN WITH ADHD

The Journal of Attention Disorders published a meta-analysis on the possible beneficial effects
of exercise in alleviating ADHD functional outcomes in children. After searching various
databases, 10 studies for a total of 300 participants on the effects of physical exercise on motor
skills and executive functions in children with ADHD were included. The analysis revealed the
following:
1. exercise had a significant effect on functional outcomes, ie executive functions and
motor skills, in children with ADHD
2. longer exercise intervention duration was consistently associated with larger effect
sizes.
3. effect sizes were not related to exercise intensity, mean age of participants, or gender
distribution.
Reference: Ruta Vysniauske, Lot Verburgh, Jaap Oosterlaan, and Marc L. Molendijk. The Effects
of Physical Exercise on Functional Outcomes in the Treatment of ADHD: A MetaAnalysis. Journal of Attention Disorders1087054715627489, first published on February 9, 2016
doi:10.1177/1087054715627489
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SENSORY PROCESSING STYLES AND MINDFULNESS

Mindfulness is the ability to live in the moment with an open mind and attention to the
present. In order to live in the moment, one must be able to bring attention and awareness to
all of the sensory, cognitive, and emotional aspects of the current experience. Focused
breathing, meditation and yoga are a few examples of how one can practice mindfulness.
The British Journal of Occupational Therapy published research examining the
relationship between mindfulness and sensory processing styles. Since mindfulness involves
paying attention to the sensory components of daily experiences, it would be expected to vary
across sensory processing styles. For example, sensory styles characterized by reduced
awareness of sensory inputs would be expected to be associated with less mindfulness during
daily experiences. The study included 151 healthy individuals ranging in age from 18-60. Each
participant completed the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS), Cognitive and Affective
Mindfulness Scale – Revised (CAMS-R) and the Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile (AASP).
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The results indicated the following:
1. low registration sensory processing style was negatively correlated with both measures
of mindfulness.
2. sensory sensitivity and sensory avoiding processing styles were also negatively
correlated with mindfulness, but only in the frequency of mind wandering episodes.
3. sensory seeking style did not significantly correlate with either mindfulness measure.
4. increased low registration, sensory sensitivity and sensory avoiding scores significantly
predicted mind wandering and distraction.
In summary, “aspects of mindfulness associated with attention and awareness were
significantly negatively related to sensory processing patterns associated with passive
behavioral strategies (low registration and sensory sensitivity)”.
Reference: Karen R Hebert. The association between sensory processing styles and
mindfulness. British Journal of Occupational Therapy 0308022616656872, first published on July
18, 2016 doi:10.1177/0308022616656872

This download is a collection of 30 full sized yoga cards (8.5″ x 11″) with directions, Sun
Salutation sequence and over 20 game ideas with small size yoga cards (4″ x 5″). They are
reproducible for the clients on your caseload or students in your classroom. Send them home
for carry over activities. FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION ON YOGA CARDS.
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5 EVIDENCE BASED FACTORS THAT AFFECT HANDWRITING SPEED

Written output performance in the classroom is associated with handwriting speed. If the child
can not write with an appropriate speed it can be difficult to manage classroom assignments in
a timely manner throughout the school day and during homework.
When trying to determine why a student may have slow handwriting speed you can start with
these 5 evidence based factors that can affect handwriting speed:
1. type of writing assignment – is the child free writing? near point copying? far point
copying? writing from dictation?
2. visual sequential memory – the ability to remember and recall a sequence of objects
and/or events in the correct order.
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3. visual-motor integration skills – the ability to interpret visual information and respond
with a motor action.
4. upper limb speed and dexterity.
5. poor paper positioning – (download a free hand out with proper paper positioning tips).

Need to assess handwriting speed? The Handwriting Rubrics packet has a rubric specific for
handwriting speed. Also included are rubrics for grades 2-8 that lists age appropriate letters
per minute. Find out more information.

References:
Feder KP, Majnemer A (2007) Handwriting development, competency, and intervention.
Developmental Medicine & Child Neurology 49(4): 312–317.
Franzsen D, Steward A (2014) Identifying the factors that contribute to hand writing problems
experienced by students at a higher education institution in South Africa. South African Journal
of Occupational Therapy 44(1): 3–8.
Tseng MH, Chow SMK (2000) Perceptual-motor function of school-age children with slow
handwriting speed. American Journal of Occupational Therapy 54(1): 83–88.
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CONCUSSION GUIDELINES FOR RETURNING TO ACTIVITY AND SCHOOL
FOR CHILDREN

As pediatric therapists we may be involved in helping children return to activity and/or school
following a concussion. Of course, you should always work in conjunction with a physician but
there are specific guidelines to follow. CanChild has done a great job of creating evidence
based resources to return to activity and school for youth and children. It goes through the
steps you need to take based on the symptoms of the child. In addition, once the child returns
to school there are several suggestions for modifications to the school environment.
Here are 5 super helpful resources to help guide your decision making process with the child,
family and physician.
Return to Activity Guidelines for Children & Youth
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Return to School Guidelines for Children & Youth
Return to Activity and School Guidelines for Children and Youth (combined version)
Concussion Management Tips for Infants and Toddlers
Activity Suggestions for Recovery Steps After Concussion
Thank you CanChild for more great resources!
Need to document progress following a concussion. Check out Mobility Rubrics.

Mobility Rubrics – This is an electronic book of 11 rubrics to assess mobility skills in the school
environment. A rubric is a scoring guide to judge performance on a specific task. Have you ever
wanted to quantify school mobility tasks such as negotiating the classroom, walking in line and
negotiating the school bus? Mobility Rubrics can be used as assessment tools to quantify an
individual’s ability to complete a task. By using the rubric, each individual can be scored based
on the same criteria. FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION.
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EFFECTS OF CAR SEATS ON INFANT LEG MOVEMENT

Nowadays, babies are spending more and more time in car seats. Families are busy running to
day care, extra-curricular activities for siblings and the stores. When the baby is buckled into
the car seat, all too often parents just transition the car seat to the next location and plop the
car seat in the grocery cart or on the floor. Hence the term “bucket babies”. Babies are meant
to learn through movement. Therefore, babies need floor time for muscle development and
cognitive exploration. Although as pediatric therapists, we are constantly encouraging
exploratory play for babies there is little research on the effects of being a bucket baby.
Pediatric Physical Therapy published research on the immediate effects of constraining or
encouraging positioning devices on leg movement of 13 infants with typical development (TD)
and 13 infants at-risk for developmental delay (AR). Each infant was placed in the supine
position (laying on the back), a jungle gym, or a car seat with movement sensors on their ankles
measuring acceleration and angular velocity. The number of leg movements, peak
acceleration, and peak rotational rate of each leg movement was calculated. The results
indicated that leg movement quantity and average peak acceleration were significantly lower
for the car seat condition compared with the supine position or the gym.
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The researchers concluded when infants are in car seats there is an immediate effect on infant
leg movement characteristics. although the long-term effects remain unknown.
Reference: Jiang, C. et al. Immediate Effect of Positioning Devices on Infant Leg Movement
Characteristics. Pediatric Physical Therapy: Fall 2016 – Volume 28 – Issue 3 – p 304–310. doi:
10.1097/PEP.0000000000000272

Play Move Develop includes 100 reproducible games and activity ideas to encourage motor skill
development and learning in children. Great resource for fun, home exercise program
activities. Find out more information.
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TEACHING HANDWRITING TO STUDENTS WITH LEARNING
DISABILITIES

School based occupational therapists frequently evaluate and treat students with learning
disabilities especially including handwriting difficulties in some districts. Many school districts
are moving away from handwriting instruction although students are still required to submit
handwritten assignments. Children with learning disabilities may have slow, illegible
handwriting resulting in decreased written output. Students in early elementary grades tend to
have more issues with handwriting compared to the older grades. The skill of handwriting
includes postural stability, fine-motor movement, visual-motor coordination and orthographic
coding (committing letter names, shape, and sequence to memory). A problem solving
approach to handwriting may help teachers to add in extra instructional time during the current
busy schedules of today’s students.
Teaching Exceptional Children published suggestions for a problem solving approach to
handwriting instruction for elementary students with learning disabilities. (This problem
solving approach is not necessarily limited to handwriting instruction and in general therapists
tend to follow this approach for all functional skills.)
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Try following these steps to help teachers integrate handwriting instruction:
1. Problem Identification – Determine where the student is struggling by using informal
observation, collecting recent writing samples, providing a writing prompt or perform a
formal handwriting assessment.
2. Problem Analysis – Look critically at errors and try to determine if any patterns exist
regarding letter formation, letter knowledge, speed or legibility.
3. Determine a Solution – The majority of successful handwriting interventions use a
model–lead–test instructional framework. This framework means that the teacher
provides the most support in the beginning then graduals reduces support as the
student gains independence. During the modeling phase the teacher or therapist would
show correct letter formation by following the appropriate sequence of steps to each
letter and saying or writing a series of letters to show correct
alphabet sequence. Proceed to guided practice while monitoring progress and
providing feedback. Finally, the student would perform handwriting without any
support. Additional solutions may be needed as part of the solution such as visual
cues for letter formation, memory retrieval activities, orthographic coding
activities and fine motor skill activities.
4. Implementation and Monitoring – Once you determine what letters and solutions you
will be using, implement evidence based strategies with consistency. With regards to
practice time, the evidence indicates that 15 minutes of daily handwriting can result in
meaningful gains. Monitor the end of each handwriting session with data
collection such as Handwriting Rubrics. Analyze the data to determine if you need add
extra solutions, repeat certain strategies or move forward to practice new skills.
Reference: Shawn Datchuk. Teaching Handwriting to Elementary Students With Learning
Disabilities: A Problem-Solving Approach
TEACHING Exceptional Children September/October 2015 48: 19-27,
doi:10.1177/0040059915594782
Handwriting Stations includes the materials to create a handwriting
station on a tri-fold or in a folder. The station includes proper letter
formation for capital and lower case letters, correct posture, pencil
grip, warm up exercises, letter reversals tips and self check sheet. In
addition, there are 27 worksheets for the alphabet and number
practice (Handwriting without Tears® style and Zaner-Bloser® style).
This download is great for classroom use, therapy sessions or to send
home with a student. Find out more information.
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HOMEMADE PLAY DOUGH RECIPES AND ACTIVITY IDEAS

Pediatric therapists, parents and teachers use homemade play dough recipes daily. Here is a
collection of fun ones from the Internet to explore.
1. Recipes for Sensory Fun: This is a nice 5 page download created by a therapy company to
hand out to parents.
2. Nuture Store – Let’s Play with Dough – includes three recipes, suggestions to add to your
dough play time and learning activities with play dough. This would make a great parent
handout.
3. Gluten Free Dough Recipes: Anyone who works with or has children on a gluten free diet
here is lots of suggested products and recipes.
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Need some suggestions and activity ideas to use the clay or play dough?
Check out:

1. Creative Clay Activities – Includes the following activities: Animal Charade Cards, Food/ Drink
Charade Cards, Snowy Clay, Rainy Clay, Steamroller Clay, Snake in the Woods, Clay Patterns,
Clay Scavenger Hunt, Four In A Row and 26 Letter Sheets to promote tactile kinesthetic
awareness of letters.

2. Clay Play Mats – This is a collection of 6 clay play mats that encourage: muscle strengthening
of the hands, fine motor skills, visual memory,
counting and number identification.
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3. Clay Faces – Free download to create clay faces on templates.

4. Hedgehog Clay game – directions and pictures to play this fun fine motor game.

5. Copy the Clay Monsters – Copy these clay monster cards to encourage finger and hand
strengthening, visual spatial skills and fine motor skills.
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Q&A: LOOKING FOR FREE WORKSHEETS FOR MEMORY, DECISION
MAKING AND PLANNING

I received this question from a reader and thought it would be beneficial to post a Q&A for
everyone to read.
Question: I am looking for free worksheets or handouts for memory, problem solving, decision
making, and planning. Do you have any of these?
Answer: Sure, we have some free worksheets about these topics. Here you go:
WORKING MEMORY EXERCISE FREEBIE – Download Working Memory Exercise Level 1 Farm
Animals with Dotted Line Format
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VISUAL MEMORY CHALLENGE – Test your visual memory with this Zoo Memory
Challenge. Download a sample page from the easier version and activity ideas.

SELF IMPROVEMENT WORKSHEET – Children and adults can use this form to document the
steps needed to reach a goal. You can print it with blank boxes or with handwriting dotted
lines. Download the FREE self improvement worksheet.

SELF ASSESSMENT OF SKILLS – Here is a handy form to ask your students what skills they may
need help with or what skills they feel they have mastered. The form is in PDF format. You can
either print it and hand write in skills or type the skills right into the boxes. The sample in the
photo shows skills such as keeping your desk organized, neatly writing notes, opening your
locker, etc. The student then indicates whether this skill is easy or they could use some help to
improve the skill. Perhaps write the student’s IEP goals as the skills and see how the student
www.YourTherapySource.com

perceives his/her own skill level. It will help to give you an idea of where the student feels that
he/she needs to improve and may be more motivated to achieve a skill. Download the FREE
self assessment of skills form.

TIPS ON USING CHAINING TO REACH A BIG GOAL – At times, all children need some help to
achieve big goals. Whether it be a lofty IEP goal that you inherited, a large project the student
needs to complete or a complex motor skill often times it is easier to break it up into smaller,
more manageable chunks. Teachers call it scaffolding and therapists sometimes call it chaining
(or backwards chaining if you work backwards). Whatever you want to name it, sometimes a
project needs to be accomplished in smaller pieces. Read several tips to make planning and
reaching a goal easier.

Hope this list is helpful to add to your collection of free resource for memory, decision making
and planning!
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NEW HANDWRITING APP – HANDWRITING HEROES CREATED BY AN OT
Handwriting Heroes is a new handwriting app developed by Cheryl
Bregman who is an occupational therapist. You may be familiar
with her from another amazing app she created Abilipad which is
a customizable keyboard and adaptive notepad, with word
prediction and text-to-speech. I asked Cheryl to answer a few
questions about her career and her development of apps from an
OT perspective. (This post contains affiliate links).
Q: First just tell a little bit about yourself – job experience, years
on the job, etc.
After qualifying as an occupational therapist from UCT in South
Africa, I moved to the US and have been working as a pediatric OT
for the past 20 years. I love being an occupational therapist for the
flexibility that one has to facilitate learning in non-traditional and
multisensory ways. I am married, and have two gorgeous children.
Q: What made you come up with the idea of creating apps in addition to being an
occupational therapist?
It was not planned. I developed my handwriting methodology over many years and had
excellent success helping children. Given that it is that it is based on interactive stories, I felt
that it would be well presented in an animated form. So, when iPads were first introduced, I
found a programmer to work on it. At the same time, I was working with a young student who
had autism, who enjoyed writing on the iPad but would become “stuck” because the keyboard
keys were in upper case and his words were being typed in lower case. I decided to hold off on
my handwriting app, and to “quickly” make a lower case keyboard, named Abilipad. Abilipad
ended up taking three years because users kept asking for additional features.
Once Abilipad was completed, I was able to refocus on Handwriting Heroes. It has been
tremendously beneficial to my therapy and to my apps to be able to do both in sync.
Q: Your previous app, Abilipad, was a real game changer are you hoping for the same
with Handwriting Heroes?
Abilipad’s impact in the world of assistive technology was to significantly decrease the cost of
literacy support (i.e. word prediction, text-to-speech, adapted keyboards). Since it was the first
adaptive notepad and keyboard on the iPad, larger companies had to follow suit with their
pricing.
Handwriting Heroes is my absolute treasure. For fear of being overstated, it encompasses over
a decade of practice-based research and development, and every ounce of creative energy that
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I have. My hope is that Handwriting Heroes will revitalize handwriting instruction, by making it
easier to teach handwriting.
Q: You have been in the “app business” for several years which is considered a long time.
Have things changed considerably since you first started? The ability for users to find one’s
apps is significantly harder because the app store has become far more congested.
Q: If a therapist has an idea for creating an app, what is your number one tip to get it
developed? Marry a programmer! Unfortunately it is becoming extremely hard to find and
afford experienced developers. I have sourced most of my developers (and artists, animators,
voice-over artists, composers, etc.) from upwork.com.
Q: Handwriting Heroes only addresses lower case; is there a reason for that?
Most of the students who are referred to me with handwriting problems write with upper case
letters or mix their upper and lower case. So, my goal in focusing on lower case is to avoid
confusion by solidifying the students’ knowledge of lower case before introducing upper case.
Since lower case is used in 95% of writing, I feel strongly that it ought to be prioritized.
Upper case is often taught first because these letters are easier to form; and therefore it is also
no surprise that students would defer to upper case. Lower case letters are however more
efficient to produce since there are far fewer pencil lifts.
Q: You describe Handwriting Heroes as being suitable for children of “all abilities”. Is
handwriting important (relative to other interventions) for children with delays?
Yes! I like to distinguish between handwriting and letter formation though. With handwriting
one produces letters by hand using a writing implement. Letter formation, on the other hand,
relates only to the stroke sequence used to produce a letter. Some of my students, who have
significant motor delays, may never be fluent at handwriting. However, it is still important for
them to learn the steps for forming the letters – whether following the animations with their
eyes, writing the letters in the air or tracing large letter models with their finger. It is my, as-yetuntested theory that the benefits of handwriting including – “better perception of letters which
transfers to reading, training the orthographic loop and improved serial organization” (Virginia
Wise Berninger, Strengthening the Mind’s Eye) – applies to letter formation as well.
That said my app does provide three levels of difficulty. The easiest allows the user the lift their
finger from the screen while the hardest requires the user to complete the letter using a
continuous stroke i.e. without any finger lifts.
Q: Where can we find more information about your apps?
Abilipad can be found
at https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/abilipad/id435865000?mt=8&at=1010l7q
Handwriting Heroes can be found at https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/handwritingheroes/id1057029973?mt=8&at=1010l7q
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SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES FREEBIE ACTIVITY

The Summer Olympic Games are only a few weeks
away! This Summer Olympic games freebie
activity, Find and Color, is a fun way to encourage
visual discrimination and visual motor skills with a
Summer Olympic theme. Find the medal winners
and color them the correct color. This visual
perceptual puzzle is just one from the
new Summer Olympic Games Packet that is filled
with sensory motor and visual perceptual
activities and games.

Use the posters and cards in the Summer Olympic Games
Packet to encourage literacy, physical activity and just
play some fun games! The packet includes 7 game and
activity ideas. Make watching the Summer Olympics
even more fun this year with this download. FIND OUT
MORE INFORMATION about the Summer Olympic Games
Packet.
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FIND THE DIFFERENCES VISUAL DISCRIMINATION PUZZLE

Can you use your visual discrimination and visual scanning skills to find and circle the five
differences in this picture? Download this freebie from the Find the Differences Packet.
The best thing about this puzzle is that it is not too difficult. Some of the puzzles that are
available for children to spot the differences are very hard to complete and children get
frustrated. These puzzles are all in black and white and present a child with a “just right”
challenge.
Find out more information about the complete packet at Find the Differences.

This download includes 30 find the differences puzzles and the
solutions to the puzzles. Find 5 differences between the two
pictures on each page. All the pages are in black and
white. There are plenty of find the difference activities
around but many are just way too difficult. This collection is
easier to determine the differences between the
pictures. Find the Difference encourage visual scanning, visual
discrimination and visual motor skills. FIND OUT MORE.
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KEEP CALM AND DO YOGA

Keep calm and do yoga. No one can deny that yoga helps to calm children. Hang up this
reminder in your therapy room, classroom or yoga studio. You can print it in color or choose 2
different black and white posters that the children can color for you to hang up.
Try using it as a motivational tool – if the child colors in the picture and demonstrates a yoga
pose you earn a reward.
Need some reasons of why you should start a yoga program with children? Read 10 Reasons
Why Yoga is Beneficial for Children.
Download Keep Calm and Do Yoga Posters.
Yoga Cards and Games Ideas – This download is a collection of 30 full
sized yoga cards (8.5″ x 11″) with directions, Sun Salutation sequence
and over 20 game ideas with small size yoga cards (4″ x 5″). They are
reproducible for the clients on your caseload or students in your
classroom. Send them home for carry over activities. Yoga Cards help
to improve muscle strength, increase flexibility, relieve stress and calm
the mind. FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION.
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SUPERHERO MATCH UP FINE MOTOR AND MEMORY ACTIVITY
Challenge fine motor and memory skills
with this Superhero Match Up freebie
from the Superhero packet. Print and
laminate the page. Using thumb, index
and middle finger create small balls of
clay. Flatten each ball between thumb
and index finger. Place clay over each
circle. Player one removes two pieces of
clay. If it is a match, keep the clay. If it is
not a match, make the clay into a ball,
flatten it and return back over the circles.
Continue taking turns. The winner is the
player with the largest ball of clay at the
end of the game.
Option 2: Use pennies to cover the circles
instead of clay. Keep the pennies if you
find a match.
Option 3: Print 2 copies. Cut out all the
small squares. Play a memory card game
with the mini cards.

Go to the Superhero Packet page and scroll down
download the Superhero Match Up freebie.

Find out more information on the Superhero
Packet.
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CALM DOWN CARDS

Here is the newest download from Your
Therapy Source – Calm Down Cards. This is a
wonderful collection of photographs with
calming phrases to help children to calm
down. You can download a free poster – Just
Breathe.

This set of Calm Down Cards includes 30
full size photographs with calming
phrases (11″ by 8.5″ page) and smaller
size (4″ by 3″ cards). Print the full size
cards or the smaller size cards. You could
also laminate the smaller cards to place
on a key ring to toss in a calm down kit.
Children can simply use visual imagery
with the photos to help them calm down.
Another option is to view the
photographs with calming phrases and
music as a PowerPoint show on your
computer, tablet or phone.
The full color photographs encourage children to use visual imagery to help them to calm down
and return to a “ready to work” state. If you don’t want to print the Calm Down Cards, children
can view the full size pages on the computer, tablet or phone.
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CUT, SEQUENCE AND DRAW TRUCKS

Practice scissor skills, sequencing, gluing, following directions and drawing all with this one
activity – Cut, Sequence, Paste and Draw Transportation. Download this truck freebie to get
started with this no-prep activity.

Find out more information on the complete Cut, Sequence, Paste and Draw Transportation
Packet.
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During 2016, the 2 question survey asked for title (OT, COTA, PT, PTA, other) and “Only type in
the ONE evaluation tool you use the most often. Pediatric therapists use a variety of
standardized assessments (Bruninks, Peabody, handwriting tests, Sensory Profile etc.) and
evaluation tools. Again, only respond with the tool you use the most.”
Three hundred therapists responded! You can participate in our current survey here. Below are
the results distributed by job title:
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY RESULTS (218 respondents)
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COTA RESULTS (21 respondents)

PT RESULTS (57 respondents)
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PTA RESULTS (4 respondents)

Don’t forget to participate in the current survey here!
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